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"Military Memoirs of Capt. George Carleton" by Daniel Defoe. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
This book presents an overview of the outcomes resulting from applying the dynamical
systems approach to space mission design, a topic referred to as "Space Manifold
Dynamics" (SMD). It is a natural follow-on to the international workshop "Novel
Spaceways for Scientific and Exploration Missions," which was held in October 2007 at
the Telespazio Fucino Space Centre (Italy) under the auspices of the Space OPS
Academy. The benefits and drawbacks of using the Lagrangian points and the
associated trajectories for present and future space missions are discussed. The
related methods and algorithms are also described in detail. Each topic is presented in
articles that were written as far as possible to be self consistent; the use of introductory
sections and of extended explanations is included in order to address the different
communities potentially interested in SMD: space science, the aerospace industry,
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manned and unmanned exploration, celestial mechanics, and flight dynamics.
The only word to describe this work is monumental. It is a record of the services of
more than 2200 naval officers across a span of nearly 140 years, drawn from the most
authentic sources (according to the title page) and disposed in a chronological
arrangement. Sometimes only one or two lines constitute the entry, in other cases there
are several pages (Earl St Vincent takes ten pages). They are set out on a year by year
basis, and within each year the names are arranged alphabetically. Charnock intended
this to be a four-volume work but that wasn’t enough, two more were needed (V and
VI) and these were subtitled The First and Second Volumes of the Continuation. Each
of the six volumes has its own index.
Spiritual medium and healer Rosemary Altea touched the lives of millions with her New York
Times bestseller The Eagle and the Rose. In this classic work, Altea described how she
discovered her gift, and recounted the miraculous experiences she had in her early years of
connecting the living with the dead. In A Matter of Life and Death, she shares inspiring new
stories of working with her spirit guide, Grey Eagle, to help sick and troubled people heal, to
help people recognize their true path in life, or to help people find peace in reuniting with
departed loved ones. Born and raised in England, from the time she was a young girl
Rosemary Altea heard voices and had visions of people who had died. But feeling threatened
by her mother, the young Rosemary kept silent about the strange, menacing faces she saw in
the dark. In the 1970s, now in her mid-thirties with a ten-year-old daughter of her own,
Rosemary was abandoned by her husband. Nearing rock bottom emotionally, she began to
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nurture her spiritual gifts. She claims it was her spirit guide Grey Eagle who advised her to
publish her first book, The Eagle and the Rose. Even as the world has come to accept—even
revere—people who have the ability to communicate with the dead, with various mediums
gracing the bestseller list and with such television shows as The Medium and Ghost Whisperer
high in the ratings, in recent years Rosemary Altea has had to struggle to realize the
transformational power of her work. From defending her integrity as a medium in a vicious
lawsuit to coping with the loss of a friend who was very close to her heart, now Altea brings us
A Matter of Life and Death, detailing a new chapter in her rich personal history as she recounts
story after story of remarkable encounters with the spirit world-encounters that will amaze and
inspire Altea's millions of fans.
Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region, with
monthly and annual national summaries.
Italian motorcycles have a place in history – and many enthusiasts’ hearts – out of all
proportion to the numbers that have been built. From Moto Guzzi becoming the first non-British
marque to win a TT through to Ducati’s achievements in MotoGP, they have also been at the
forefront of motorsport despite being far smaller than, at first, the British and later the Japanese
manufacturers. If the number of motorcycles built by Italian manufacturers is small, the sheer
number of Italian motorcycle factories will surprise readers. Almost 600 marques were
identified in researching this book, and there may have been thousands. This is partly because
there were so many engines available off the shelf – many of them English – as well as a
thriving accessory and component industry. A–Z of Italian Motorcycle Manufacturers only deals
briefly with the grand marques Ducati and Moto Guzzi because there have been many
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dedicated books about them. Instead this is a definitive guide to the factories that have been
less widely covered or, in most cases, never before in the English language. Some, such as
Bianchi and Garelli, might be familiar: others, remembered for their racing achievements or
uniqueness, such as Morbidelli, and many you may have never heard of. But if it was possible
to establish when and where the factories were active, and at least a little about the
motorcycles they built, then there is an entry for them. An appendix lists the other
manufacturers that are lesser known, making this the most complete reference book of Italian
motorcycles available today. This book is a complete guide to Italian motorcycle
manufacturers, and an essential reference for anyone with an interest in these fascinating
vehicles. Italian motorcycles have a place in history – and many enthusiasts’ hearts – out of all
proportion to the numbers that have been built. From Moto Guzzi becoming the first non-British
marque to win a TT through to Ducati’s achievements in MotoGP, they have also been at the
forefront of motorsport despite being far smaller than, at first, the British and later the Japanese
manufacturers. If the number of motorcycles built by Italian manufacturers is small, the sheer
number of Italian motorcycle factories will surprise readers. Almost 600 marques were
identified in researching this book, and there may have been thousands. This is partly because
there were so many engines available off the shelf – many of them English – as well as a
thriving accessory and component industry. A–Z of Italian Motorcycle Manufacturers only deals
briefly with the grand marques Ducati and Moto Guzzi because there have been many
dedicated books about them. Instead this is a definitive guide to the factories that have been
less widely covered or, in most cases, never before in the English language. Some, such as
Bianchi and Garelli, might be familiar: others, remembered for their racing achievements or
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uniqueness, such as Morbidelli, and many you may have never heard of. But if it was possible
to establish when and where the factories were active, and at least a little about the
motorcycles they built, then there is an entry for them. An appendix lists the other
manufacturers that are lesser known, making this the most complete reference book of Italian
motorcycles available today. This book is a complete guide to Italian motorcycle
manufacturers, and an essential reference for anyone with an interest in these fascinating
vehicles.

This autobiography chronicles the experiences of a family bonded by music, travel, and
their steadfast love for each other.
In THE EAGLE AND THE ROSE, Rosemary Altea tells the remarkable story of
awakening to her psychic gifts as a medium and healer. As simple and honest as the
story is remarkable, THE EAGLE AND THE ROSE describes how Rosemary Altea is
chosen to be the voice of the spirit world¿how she is taken under the wing of a Native
American spirit guide named Grey Eagle and taught to use her astonishing power to
heal, go astral-travelling, and perform soul rescue. Grey Eagle calls Rosemary "his
Rose" as he helps nurture her gift. In the casebook section of THE EAGLE AND THE
ROSE are 10 stories of astonishing impact - how a woman decapitated in a train wreck
relives her traumatic death in Rosemary Altea's body in order to adjust to life in the
hereafter; how a tragic boating accident is predicted months before the fact by
Rosemary Altea on a live radio show; how a dead child convinces his mother that he is
safe with relatives on the spirit plane. Behind all these moving communications is Grey
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Eagle, Rosemary's mentor, constant companion, and friend. His spirit pervades this
book as he focuses the spotlight on an important teaching: Life may continue after
death, but how we behave on the Earth Plane does count. Grey Eagle elevates the
message in this book to a transcendent level. He says, "We are all souls and must treat
each other with kindness." We are not human beings having a spiritual experience. We
are spiritual beings having a human experience.
The Greek pandocheion, Arabic funduq, and Latin fundicum (fondaco) were ubiquitous
in the Mediterranean sphere for nearly two millennia. These institutions were not only
hostelries for traders and travelers, but also taverns, markets, warehouses, and sites
for commercial taxation and regulation. In this highly original study, Professor
Constable traces the complex evolution of this family of institutions from the
pandocheion in Late Antiquity, to the appearance of the funduq throughout the Muslim
Mediterranean following the rise of Islam. By the twelfth century, with the arrival of
European merchants in Islamic markets, the funduq evolved into the fondaco. These
merchant colonies facilitated trade and travel between Muslim and Christian regions.
Before long, fondacos also appeared in southern European cities. This study of the
diffusion of this institutional family demonstrates common economic interests and crosscultural communications across the medieval Mediterranean world, and provides a
striking contribution to our understanding of this region.
Designed as a quick reference for students and medical office staff, BREAKING THE
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LANGUAGE BARRIER: SPANISH TERMS AND PHRASES FOR MEDICAL
PERSONNEL provides key medical terminology that makes it easier to communicate
with the Spanish-speaking patient. This is more than an English-Spanish translation
dictionary, content includes bilingual information for greeting and scheduling, patient
registration, intake and examinations, insurance and billing, referrals, protected health
information, infection control, durable medical equipment, lab tests and special
procedures, and health education all in a convenient guide that can fit in a pocket! Fullcolor anatomical illustrations, labeled in Spanish and English, serve as a handy
reference to help patients communicate their needs and concerns. Chapters open with
an alphabetical list of common medical terms in English accompanied by Spanish
translations. The chapters then address topic-related questions and phrases most
commonly experienced by medical personnel when communicating with the patient.
Color-coded tabs identify the four main units of the guide for quick and easy access.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Reign Grazi is no stranger to dangerous men. Her whole life, they've been there.
Grandfathers, uncles, cousins...she knows the difference between people who made
the rules and those who broke them. But she has no idea why someone might want her
dead. Nick Fattelli is handsome, sophisticated, and...an assassin. He doesn't know who
hired him to take out Reign, but after they meet and sparks fly, he vows to protect her.
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Unless it's really him they are after... Thus begins PLAYING WITH FIRE, a sexy thriller
by Renee Graziano, star of VH1's hit show Mob Wives. The author knows this lifestyle
firsthand: She is the daughter of one of the most famous mobsters of our day, with an
ex-husband now in witness protection, and a trail of "connected" boyfriends a mile long.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
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